
Application Note

Phase Analysis
Phase Measurements in the SKF Microlog Series

Figure 1. Illustrated Vibration Diagnostic Chart (extract by permission of Technical Associates of Charlotte).

Phase analysis
Phase analysis is vitally important when diagnosing problems in rotating machinery. Correct diagnosis of a machine condition will often 
depend on the information phase gives us. The chart in Figure 1 denotes some typical machine faults and, as you can see, the relative phase 
changes with different fault types:

The SKF Microlog series of instruments uses two different techniques to calculate the cross channel phase.



Figure 3. POINT Properties Setup tab.

Route mode phase analysis – single channel with tachometer
When collecting single channel phase data in a route, a tachometer such as the CMAC 5030-K is required to be connected to the trigger 
channel of the SKF Microlog. The tachometer is left in the same position for the entire machine route collection.

Figure 2. Point type setup for single channel.

In the POINT Properties Setup tab, make sure the Freq. type is set to Order track and Save data is set to FFT and phase:
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When the data has been collected for a measurement point, you can review the information. The spectrum and the first eight orders are 
shown on the screen.

Figure 4. Review Data screen.

Note: The phase angle shown is calculated in relationship with the position of the tachometer, and on its own it has no meaning. A second 
reading from another point on the machine must be acquired so a cross channel calculation can be made.

In Figure 5, the phase is captured during the first route point and shows a phase angle of 244°. The phase of the second route point 
(Figure 6) is 349°.

Figure 5. Review Data screen. Figure 6. Review Data Screen.
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Figure 7. Phase difference is 90°.

In Figure 7 you can see that the phase difference between the two is 90°.

Route mode phase analysis – two channel without tachometer
When collecting two channel phase data in a route, a tachometer is not required; the cross channel phase is calculated between the two 
accelerometers.

Figure 8. Point type setup for two channel.

Tacho signal

90°
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Figure 9. POINT Properties Setup tab.

In the POINT Properties Setup tab, make sure the Freq. type is set to Order track and Save data is set to FFT and phase.

 

When collecting cross channel phase from two accelerometers, the first thing required is to set the machine speed by either typing it in manu-
ally (use TYPE IN function key) or locate the 1X peak from the spectrum (use Spec function key). Once the data has been captured, you can 
review it.

Figure 10. Collecting Data screen.
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In the next example the cross channel phase is calculated between the two accelerometer channels. The phase of the first eight orders are 
shown in Figure 11. 

Figure 11. Collecting Data screen.

In this case, the phase of channel 1 is normalized to the 0° position as the reference channel. The phase difference of channel 2 is then 
calculated. As can be seen, the difference is 273°.

When drawn, as shown in Figure 12, the machine shows a 90° difference between the channels (the same 90° as when using a single 
channel and a tachometer).

Figure 12. 90° difference between channels.

The advantage here is that we have not had to stop the machine to attach tape from where the tachometer will work.

90°
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Non-route mode phase analysis – two channel without tachometer
When collecting two channel phase data in a non-route, a tachometer is not required. The cross channel phase is calculated between the two 
accelerometers.

Figure 14. Non-route user settings.

Figure 13. Non-route user settings.

Non-route mode phase analysis – single channel with tachometer
When collecting single channel phase data in a non-route, a tachometer such as the CMAC 5030-K is required to be connected to the trigger 
channel of the SKF Microlog.
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In the Analyzer module, the cross channel phase is shown in the top left-hand corner of the screen as a vector and numerically. It is also 
shown numerically in the info box at the bottom of the screen.

Figure 17. Analyzer – Taking Data screen.

Note: The cross channel phase indication is synchronized with the 
cursor. You must place the cursor on the running speed or a multiple 
to correctly indicate the cross channel phase.

Phase analysis – two channel without tachometer – analyzer module
When collecting two channel phase data in the Analyzer module, a tachometer is not required. The cross channel phase is calculated between 
the two accelerometers.

Figure 16. Analyzer – Setup screen (lower half).Figure 15. Analyzer – Setup screen (top half).


